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Abstract
As a binary pulsar moves through a wind of dark matter particles, the resulting dynamical friction modifies
the binary’s orbit. We study this effect for the double disk dark matter (DDDM) scenario, where a fraction
of the dark matter is dissipative and settles into a thin disk. For binaries within the dark disk, this effect is
enhanced due to the higher dark matter density and lower velocity dispersion of the dark disk, and due to its
co-rotation with the baryonic disk. We estimate the effect and compare it with observations for two different
limits in the Knudsen number (Kn). First, in the case where DDDM is effectively collisionless within the
characteristic scale of the binary (Kn  1) and ignoring the possible interaction between the pair of dark
matter wakes. Second, in the fully collisional case (Kn 1), where a fluid description can be adopted and
the interaction of the pair of wakes is taken into account. We find that the change in the orbital period is
of the same order of magnitude in both limits. A comparison with observations reveals good prospects to
probe currently allowed DDDM models with timing data from binary pulsars in the near future. We finally
comment on the possibility of extending the analysis to the intermediate (rarefied gas) case with Kn ∼ 1.
Keywords: Dark Disk, Binary Pulsar
1. Introduction
Unravelling the nature of dark matter (DM) is
among the most fundamental frontiers of mod-
ern physics. Despite the growing body of grav-
itational evidence pointing to this new form of
matter, its properties as a particle remain elusive.
Given the lack of any convincing signature of non-
gravitational DM interactions, the gravitational ef-
fect of DM on ordinary matter remains the only di-
rect source of observational information about DM
properties.
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Among the many gravitational DM probes, bi-
nary pulsars have been recently proposed as a novel
way of deriving model-independent upper bounds
on the dark-matter density at different distances
from the Galactic center [50]. The presence of
DM modifies the binary’s orbit due to dynamical
friction as the binary moves through the DM am-
bient medium. Given the extraordinary precision
achieved in the measurement of the orbital proper-
ties of pulsar binaries, it was concluded in [50] that
these objects could be used to put constraints on
the central DM density of the Milky Way. Isolated
and binary pulsars have also been suggested to ex-
plore the scenarios of ultra-light DM candidates, see
[32, 52, 6, 19].
In this paper we argue that the potential of bi-
nary pulsars as precise probes of the DM distribu-
tion increases substantially if one assumes that a
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fraction of the DM in our galaxy is distributed in
a thin disk coplanar and co-rotating with the lumi-
nous disk. Such a possibility is materialized in mod-
els such as the Partially Interacting DM (PIDM)
scenario proposed by [22, 21], where a small frac-
tion of the DM can lose energy to collapse into a
thin ‘dark disk’ (in an analogous way as ordinary
matter assembles into disk galaxies). This so-called
Double-Disk-Dark-Matter (DDDM) scenario has a
distinct prediction for the DM phase space distri-
bution in the disk, characterized by a high density,
co-rotation with the luminous disk, and small ve-
locity dispersion. Despite its striking features, the
possibility of such dark disk remains observationally
allowed [36] and there are already different methods
suggested for its detection[4, 39]. In the following
we argue that all these effects increase the dynam-
ical friction induced in binary systems. Remark-
ably, the enhancement is such that the sensitivities
of current measurements of binary pulsars near the
galactic plane are reasonably close to probe cur-
rently allowed DDDM scenarios. Notice that our
results may be applied to any model where DM is
expected to generate a disk with properties similar
to those of the DDDM scenario, e.g. [17, 24, 2, 9].
Our work is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we
summarize the features of the DDDM model rele-
vant for our analysis. Sec. 3 describes the dynami-
cal friction for the collisionless DM case and ignor-
ing the interaction of the wakes. We also compare
our predictions with observations in that section
under the assumption of co-rotation of the DDDM
dark disk with the center of mass of the binary. In
Sec. 4 we extend this analysis to the case of large
Knudsen numbers and including the wakes’ inter-
actions. We conclude and present our outlook in
Sec. 5.
2. DDDM model
The DDDM scenario discussed in [22, 21] pro-
poses the existence of a subdominant component of
the DM sector that has dissipative dynamics. It
consists of a massless U(1)D gauge boson, with fine
structure αD and interactions with two new fields:
a heavy fermion X and a light fermion C, with op-
posite charges qx = 1 = −qC under U(1)D. The
thermal history of this scenario is described in de-
tail in [22]. In the following, we only describe the
elements of the formation of a dark disk relevant to
our purposes.
The formation of a dark disk occurs in an analo-
gous way to baryonic matter assembling into galac-
tic disks. The fraction of DM that is dissipative
would fall into the gravitational well of the pro-
tohalos predominantly made of the non-interacting
DM fraction, which has acquired angular momen-
tum through tidal torques with the surrounding en-
vironment. At the time of accretion, part of the
DDDM might be in the form of atomic-like states
made of heavy and light DM. These dark atoms
will become fully ionized due to shock heating dur-
ing the virialization of the halo leaving a population
of free X and C fermions. This dark plasma cools
through Compton scattering and Bremsstrhalung
off background dark photons [55]. Since the plasma
carries angular momentum it will form a rotation-
ally supported dark disk as it dissipates energy and
collapses due to gravity. Torques between the dark
and baryonic disks will tend to align them into a
steady configuration. In the following, we assume
that this state has been reached with both discs
being aligned and co-rotating2.
The cooling process is important in our discus-
sion because it sets the vertical velocity disper-
sion of the disk, which is approximately given by
the final temperature of the cooled plasma: σ2z ≈
Tcooled/mX , where mX is the mass of the heavy
fermion X. In [22], assuming the ionization fraction
to be between 1% and 10%, the authors estimate
Tcooled ∼ (0.02− 0.2)BXC , where BXC = α2DmC/2
is the binding energy of the ground state of the dark
atom and mC is the mass of the light fermion C.
For instance, for mX = 100 GeV, mC = 1 MeV and
αD = 0.1 this estimate results in σz ∼ 9.5 km/s
for the region of parameter space where cooling is
efficient (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 7 of [22]). This dis-
persion is at least an order of magnitude smaller
than the typical one in the solar neighborhood for
a Milky-Way-size halo formed of collisionless DM
particles (σ1D ∼ 100 − 130 km/s; e.g. [38]), where
the DM orbits are no longer circular. As we will
see below, a low velocity dispersion plays a key role
in the constraining power of binary pulsars in the
DDDM scenario.
Simulations of the formation and evolution of a
DDDM disk have not been performed yet, and thus
its final distribution remains an analytical approx-
imation, which has been modelled as an isothermal
2Even when this condition is not fully satisfied, a system-
atic study of all binary systems may allow to exclude the
presence of a dark disk.
2
sheet [5], with a density given by:
ρ(R, z) =
diskM
gal
DM
8piR2dzd
e−R/Rdsech2(z/2zd), (1)
where R is the radial distance in the plane of the
disk and z indicates the height above the disk mid-
plane; Rd and zd are the scale lengths of the disk in
the radial and vertical directions, respectively. The
mass fraction of DM in the halo of the Milky Way
that could be in the form of a disk is denoted by
disk ≡MdiskDDDM/MgalDM. The parameters of the disk,
regardless of the PIDM nature, are constrained by
the kinematics of the stars in the solar neighbor-
hood (R = R). In particular, the surface density
of the disk below a certain height z0,
Σdisk(R, |z| < z0) ≡
∫ z0
−z0
ρ(R, z) dz , (2)
is strongly constrained by local stellar kinematics
for z0 . 1 kpc. If the scale length Rd is assumed
to be similar to that of the baryonic disk of the
Milky Way, Rd ∼ 3 kpc, and since the DDDM will
be thin (zd  z0 ∼ 1 kpc), then Eq. (2) reduces to:
Σdisk(R, |z| < 1 kpc) ∼ diskM
gal
DM
2piR2d
e−R/Rd . (3)
Given that we are assuming Rd ∼ 3 kpc and
R ∼ 8 kpc, and the total halo mass of the Milky
Way is ∼ 1012 M, then a constraint on Eq. (3)
translates into a constrain on disk. A compilation
of current bounds on the local surface and volume
densities of total matter and visible matter is given
in [36] (see their Table 1). For instance, using the
results from [7], the surface density of non-baryonic
matter is constrained to be:
Σdark(R, |z| < 1.1kpc) = 30± 4M
pc2
, (4)
which implies disk < 0.025, i.e., only a few per-
cent of the total halo mass can be in the form of
DDDM. An updated analysis on the constraints on
a dark disk by [36] concluded that depending on
the method (standard static or one including non-
equilibrium features in the tracer stars), the upper
bound (95% confidence interval) on Σdisk lies be-
tween 3− 13 M/pc2 for a thin disk (zd = 10 pc),
while for a thick disk (zd = 100 pc), the upper
bound changes to 7−32 M/pc2 (the bound for the
non-equilibrium method was extracted from Fig. 10
of [36]). A thin dark disk model with these char-
acteristics has been invoked to potentially explain
the apparent periodicity of comet impacts on Earth
[54]. One finds:
ρDDDM0 ≡ ρ(R, z = 0) =
Σdisk(R)
4zd
, (5)
σ2z = 8piGρ
DDDM
0 z
2
d, (6)
for the midplane density and the vertical velocity
dispersion of the disk, respectively. Thus, the stel-
lar kinematic upper bounds on the dark disk, imply
for a thick disk (zd = 100 pc):
ρDDDM0 (thick) . 3 GeV/cm3, (7)
σz(thick) . 9 km/s,
while for a thin disk (zd = 10 pc):
ρDDDM0 (thin) . 12 GeV/cm3, (8)
σz(thin) . 2 km/s.
This is the range of values of interest for our pur-
poses.
3. Effect for collisionless DDDM and non-
interacting wake pair
In this section we follow closely the approach of
[50] and study a binary system with masses m1 and
m2 moving through a distribution of collisionless
DM with a local constant density ρDM. This as-
sumption is justified as long as the local mean free
path for self-interactions is much larger than the
characteristic scale of the DM wakes induced by
dynamical friction in the orbital time of the binary.
As done in [50], we ignore the possible interaction
of the wakes. We comment on the collisional regime
and the expected (small) influence of the wakes’ in-
teraction in Section 4.
Neglecting relativistic effects3, the equations of
motion for the two bodies are:
mir¨i = ±Gm1m2
r3
r + FDMi , (9)
where i = 1, 2 refers to the two members of the
binary, each with a position ri and mass mi, r =
3In particular, we neglect gravitational waves (GW) emis-
sion. This assumption will always hold in the non-relativistic
binaries of interest for our purposes since large periods are
tipically needed to enhance the drag force signal. For a dis-
cussion on GW emission see e.g. [27].
3
r2 − r1 is their relative position, and FDMi is the
drag force (dynamical friction) due to DM acting on
the i-th body. To compute this force, we first refer
to the situation of a body of mass M , moving with
velocity v through a homogeneous density distribu-
tion of collisionless particles with mass mDM M
and velocity distribution f(u).
The problem can be analyzed as a set of sequen-
tial encounters of the object M with particles ran-
domly taken from the distribution f(u), over an in-
terval of time much shorter than the time scale for
variations in the velocity v, and much longer than
the interaction time. By symmetry arguments, the
variation of v perpendicular to the direction of mo-
tion (∆ v⊥) vanishes, while the change in the par-
allel component is given by [26]:
dv
dt
= −4piG
2MmDM
v2[∫ v
0
f(u)
[
ln Λ + ln
(
v2 − u2
v2
)]
d3u
+
∫ ∞
v
f(u)
[
−2v
u
+ ln
(
u+ v
u− v
)]
d3u
]
,
(10)
where ln Λ ≡ λ = ln(bmaxv2/GM), is the Coulomb
logarithm. The scale length bmax is the character-
istic size of the medium, while GM/v2 is the typi-
cal radius of the sphere of gravitational influence of
the orbiting body. The choices of the parameters
are somewhat arbitrary. In the following we choose
them such that Λ 1 and in particular λ = 20+10−10,
to make a direct comparison with the results of [50]
in the standard halo scenario.
In the limit where the velocity dispersion of the
medium is much larger than the velocity of the
dragged object (σ  v), the equation above greatly
simplifies and reduces to two contributions roughly
of the same order [50, 26]. In this limit, for an
isotropic Maxwellian distribution, Eq. (10) reduces
to the well known Chandrasekhar’s formula [12, 13]:
dv
dt
= −4piG
2MρDM
v2
λ
[
erf (x)− 2x√
pi
exp(−x2)
]
,
(11)
in which we have defined x = v/
√
2σ and used the
Gauss error function erf (x). In [50] the constraints
on the DM density from binary pulsars are com-
puted in this limit (σ  v), using the previous for-
mula4. Since we are mostly interested in the regime
σ . v, we use the general equation (10).
4The validity of Eq. (11) and the comparison to the gen-
m1
m2
↵
  vw
Figure 1: Scheme of a generic binary system in the Galactic
reference frame. This is the general situation in which a DM
wind could have a net velocity relative to the center of mass
of the binary: vw = vw(cosα sinβ, sinα sinβ, cosβ).
The previous effect represents a total deceleration
of the object with mass M . For a binary pulsar,
we will be mainly interested in the change in the
period of the binary. Since in this section we neglect
the possible interaction of one component with its
companion’s wake, we can use the superposition of
forces FDMi for i = 1, 2. For collisionless DM, this
approximation holds when the period of the binary
Pb is larger than the typical time of dispersion of
the wake [3]:
Pb  Gmi
σ3
. (12)
In the case of a dark disk, the low value of σ implies
Pb . Gmi/σ3 for typical binary periods of 10−100
days and σ ∼ 1− 10 km/s. As a result, one should
in principle include the interaction of the wakes in
the analysis. This study is currently missing in the
literature and we leave its detailed treatment for
the future. We anticipate, however, that the im-
pact of this interaction that one finds in the case
of a gaseous medium [33, 34] (see also Section 4)
suggests that the calculation that follows captures
the correct order of magnitude of the effect.
3.1. Osculating orbits and orbital period variations
caused by DDDM
We introduce the position vector for the cen-
ter of mass R = (m1r1 + m2r2)/M with M =
eral equation (10) are discussed in Appendix A of [50]. In
the limit σ  v they are indeed a very good approximation
as can be seen in their Figure 7.
4
m1 + m2 and rewrite the drag force as F
DM
i =
−Abi(m2i /M)v˜i, where A = 4piρDMG2M , and:
bi =
1
v˜i
3
[∫ v˜i
0
f(u)
[
ln Λ + ln
(
v˜i
2 − u2
v˜i
2
)]
d3u
+
∫ ∞
v˜i
f(u)
[
− 2˜vi
u
+ ln
(
u+ v˜i
u− v˜i
)]
d3u
]
,
(13)
with v˜i = r˙i+vw being the velocity of the i-th com-
panion relative to the DM wind, see Fig. 1 (adapted
from [50]). We assume the net velocity relative to
the center of mass of the binary to be negligible
vw ≈ 0 because in the simplest dark disk scenario
the dark disk co-rotates with the galactic disk. It is
important to notice that this assumption is not al-
ways satisfied for binary pulsars. In particular, the
velocity kick followed by the supernova explosion
is of order5 & 50 km/s (e.g. [58]; notice that cur-
rent uncertainties in kick velocities are very large).
However, with a sufficient number of systems one
expects that some of them will have relative ve-
locities vw . σ, which is the relevant limit for our
conclusions, cf. Fig. 3. Thus, to maximize the possi-
ble effect of dynamical friction, we assume that the
DDDM particles and the center of mass of the bi-
nary move in approximately the same circular orbit,
with nearly identical velocities. Under this condi-
tion, the equations of motion reduce to:
v˙ = −GM
r3
r + a1ηv + a2 ·V, (14)
V˙ = a2ηv + a3 ·V, (15)
where v = r˙,V = R˙, and:
a1 = −A(b1 + b2), (16)
a2 =
A
2
[b1∆+ + b2∆−] ,
a3 = −A
4
[
b1∆
2
+ + b2∆
2
−
]
,
with ∆± = ∆ ± 1, ∆ =
√
1− 4η, η = µ/M and
µ is the reduced mass of the binary. We treat the
drag force as a perturbation and use the formal-
ism of osculating orbits [51] to make the perturba-
tive analysis to first order. Following[50, 51] and
restricting to circular orbits for the binary for sim-
plicity (a good approximations for the systems we
5We are grateful to Lijing Shao for pointing out this to
us.
refer to given their small eccentricities), we obtain
an expression for the time derivative of the orbital
period:
P˙DMb (t) = 3Pb[a1η − a2Γ sinβ sin(Ω0t− α)], (17)
where Pb is the period of the orbit, Γ = vw/v, Ω0 is
the orbital angular velocity and α and β are the az-
imuthal and polar angles, respectively (see Fig. 1).
If vw = 0, then Γ = 0, and since we are assuming
a circular orbit, the relation (GMΩ0)
1/3 = |v| ≡ v
holds, where v is the relative velocity of the binary
members. In this case, Eq.(17) greatly simplifies.
3.2. Changes in the period in the DDDM scenario
As a benchmark, let us consider a binary sys-
tem with the following orbital parameters: Pb =
100 days, m1 = 1.3 M and m2 = 0.3 M. In the
ordinary DM scenario, typical values for the other
relevant quantities (at the solar circle) are vw ∼
220 km/s, σ ∼ 150 km/s and ρDM = 0.3 GeV cm−3.
Using Eq. (17) in this case, the secular change of
the orbital period results in:
|P˙bDM| = 6.6 · 10−19, (18)
which is too small to be probed by current measure-
ments. Furthermore, it seems challenging to iden-
tify such small effect in the future given the typical
uncertainties in other known mechanisms that af-
fect P˙b [50, 18, 41].
The expectations drastically change when one
considers the DDDM scenario, and vw ∼ 0. In
this case, for a binary system with the same char-
acteristics as above (located at the solar circle),
with z = 10 pc, immersed in a thin dark disk with
zd = 10 pc and thus σ = 1.8 km/s (given Eq. (5))
one obtains:
|P˙bDDDM| = 4.2 · 10−13 (19)
while considering a thicker dark disk, with zd =
100 pc (σ = 9 km/s), one would get:
|P˙bDDDM| = 1.42 · 10−14. (20)
These numbers may be within the reach of current
or future observations (see below). The dependence
of |P˙bDDDM| on Pb is shown in Fig. 4 below for the
two dark disk cases we have discussed. At small pe-
riods, velocities are large and since the dispersion is
very small, the term that dominates in Eq. (13) is
the first integral, i.e. DM particles with velocities
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Figure 2: P˙DDDMb as a function of σ in the DDDM scenario,
for both a thin (red-thick line) and thick (blue-dashed line)
disk, for a system with Pb = 100 days, m1 = 1.3 M, m2 =
0.3 M and vw = 0. The red shaded region (σ > 9 km/s)
corresponds to the region excluded for the thick dark disk,
while the grey shaded region extends the exclusion region for
the thin disc, both required by constraints on the DDDM
density (see Sec. 2).
smaller than vi dominate the drag. This can be seen
more clearly in Eqs. (A.2-A.5) of [50]. The result is
that roughly bi ∝ 1/v3 (since that integral does not
have a very strong dependence on vi). This means
that Eq. (17) goes as 1/v4 ∼ P 4b , which is roughly
the scaling we see in Fig. 4. At large periods, the
circular velocities are smaller and the second inte-
gral in Eq. (13) starts to become important. The
latter has a stronger dependence on v which makes
the scaling of |P˙bDDDM| with Pb shallower.
Let us now discuss the dependence of the previ-
ous results on σ. This is shown in Fig. 2 for the
DDDM case and Pb = 100 days, where we see that
the dependence is not as strong as in the ordinary
case6. This is because decreasing σ also leads to a
lower density (Eq. (5)) and P˙DDDMb grows linearly
with the density (a1 and a2 are proportional to A
in Eq. (16), and A ∝ ρDM ). In fact, at the low
σ end, P˙DDDMb ∝ ρDM ∝ σ2. In the intermediate
regime vw  σ ≤ vorb, the inversely proportional
dependence of P˙DDDMb on σ (clearly manifest in
6For instance, in the ordinary case changing σ from
200 km/s to 50 km/s for the system under study strengthens
the signal by almost two orders of magnitudes [50].
zd=100 pczd=10 pc
��� ��� ��� ��� ���
-����
-����
-����
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-����
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�
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��
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dP
b/d
t)
Log(vw(Km s
Figure 3: P˙DDDMb as a function of vw in the DDDM scenario
with Pb = 100 days, m1 = 1.3 M, m2 = 0.3 M. We
show both cases zd = 10 pc (thin disk; blue-dashed line) and
zd = 100 pc (thick disk; red-solid line), with corresponding
dispersions σ = 1.8 km/s and σ = 9 km/s. These models are
at the limit on current constraints on the DDDM scenario.
[50]) starts to become important and thus, P˙b peaks
at around σ ∼ 7−8 km/s followed by a sharp decline
in the high σ end as in the ordinary case. In the
regime, σ  vw, vorb, we are in the limit discussed
in section C.1 of [50] and P˙DDDMb ∼ ρDM/σ3 ∝ 1/σ.
Another significant feature of the enhancement
of the signal in the presence of the dark disk is the
assumed low value for vw. As we discussed, this
approximation is relevant given the co-rotation of
the dark and baryonic disks and the fact that some
binary systems may satisfy vw . σ. As shown in
Fig. 3, larger values of vw lead to a smaller sig-
nal. Moreover, the dependence of P˙DDDMb on vw
becomes more relevant for vw  σ. The two curves
in Fig. 3 are flat for low values of vw, comparable
to σ, but when vw ≥ σ the signal decreases rapidly.
This happens for larger values of vw in the case of
zd = 100 pc since σ is larger. This behaviour can
also be seen in Fig. 2 of [50].
The co-rotation with the baryonic disk is a com-
mon characteristic for all possible dark disks; in
fact, even in the case in which a dark disk formed
from collisionless DM accreting onto a stellar disk,
it would co-rotate with the baryonic one. However,
if we consider a typical situation for an “ordinary”
dark disk [53], we may have vw ∼ 0, but crucially
a dispersion similar to that of stars σ ∼ 100 km/s.
Also, the dark disk in these cases has a density
. 20% of the host halo density at the solar cir-
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Figure 4: Comparison between the P˙b measured (or con-
strained) for most promising binaries and the predictions
in the DDDM scenario for a binary with m1 = 1.3 M,
m2 = 0.3 M. The predictions for P˙DDDMb for a thin (thick)
disk with zd = 10(100) pc, and ρ
DDDM
0 = 12(3) GeV cm
−3
are shown by a blue-dashed (red-solid) line and assuming
vw . σ. The downward arrows indicate experimental upper
bounds on P˙b, while the circles with a central red dot refer
to systems for which P˙b has been directly measured. The
grey values are the ratios of the predictions for the P˙DDDMb
of the system (maximal effect) with respect to observational
values/limits.
cle. Therefore, the signal would be several orders
of magnitude less relevant than in the DDDM case.
For the binary with the characteristics we have been
considering:
P˙ODDMb ∼ −7.5 · 10−19, (21)
which is very similar to the effect from the smooth
halo we estimated above (18). Thus, the method
proposed is only efficient to constrain disks similar
to those appearing in the DDDM scenario.
3.3. Comparison with observations
To compare our previous predictions with obser-
vations we have collected the measured value of (or
upper limit to) P˙b for a number of binary pulsars
near the galactic plane, and thus possibly immersed
in a dark disk, and with periods Pb > 6 days. The
theoretical prediction for P˙DDDMb for a given sys-
tem is computed by taking the coordinate of the
Name Pb(days) P˙
DDDM
b P˙b(lim) < Eccentricity
J1751-2857 110.7 −2.1 · 10−13 1.8 · 10−11 1.3 · 10−4
J1857+0943 12.3 −9.76 · 10−16 1.2 · 10−13 2.2 · 10−5
J1543-5149 8.06 −6.47 · 10−16 10−9 2.2 · 10−5
J1740-3052 231.03 −4.40 · 10−12 ref 3 · 10−9 0.58
J1903+0327 95.17 −9.42 · 10−15 ref −33 · 10−12 0.44
B1953+29 117.35 −7.80 · 10−15 10−8 3.3 · 10−4
Table 1: A collection of promising binary pulsars to probe
the DDDM scenario (Fig. 4). The columns are: binary pe-
riod, expected maximal time variation in the binary period
due to the presence of a dark disk, limits in the observed
time variation of the binary’s period (systems tagged with
“ref” have a measured bound on P˙b; see Table A.2), and
eccentricities.
binary above the plane (z = zsys), and assum-
ing a dark disk with zd = zsys. For the density,
we take the largest upper bound on ρDDDM0 given
by the kinematical constraints on Σdisk(R) (see
Eqs. (7)-(8); based on [36]). We further assume
vw . σ ∼ 10 km/s. Although this approximation
is not satisfied by some of the systems whose trans-
verse velocities are large, we prefer to emphasize the
case of almost co-rotation as it maximizes the con-
straining power of binary pulsars for the DDDM
scenario. It is to be expected that a fraction of
binary pulsars currently known, or to be detected
in the future would actually satisfy this condition.
These numbers are collected in Table A.2 of the
Appendix Appendix A. We find that, even though
the signal in the DDDM scenario is much larger
than in the standard one, the predicted values for
most of the systems are several orders of magnitude
away from experimental sensitivity. The main rea-
son for this is that the effect is significant for rela-
tively long periods, for which an accurate measure-
ment of P˙b is more challenging. Nevertheless there
are few interesting cases with relevant constraining
power (gathered in Table 1). We compare the con-
straints/measurements on P˙b with the predictions
for P˙DDDMb in Fig. 4. The observational bounds
to P˙b are either directly taken from the references
(given in the last column of Table A.2, and denoted
by ref in Table 1) or estimated by considering the
error in the determination on Pb and the time of
the observational campaign. The grey values next
to each pulsar’s name are the ratios of the predic-
tions for the P˙DDDMb of the system for the maximal
effect with respect to observational values/limits.
The blue-dashed (red-solid) line shows the generic
case of a binary (m1 = 1.3 M, m1 = 0.3 M)
under the influence of the thin (thick) disk models
that we have considered thus far, with parameters
at the upper boundary of current constraints.
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The situation summarized in Fig. 4 can improve
in the near future with the discovery of more sys-
tems with a combination of the following character-
istics: (i) nearly co-rotating with the baryonic disk,
(ii) closer to the Galactic Center (since the density
is enhanced substantially relative to the Solar cir-
cle); (iii) with orbital periods & 100 days (given
the dependence of P˙DDDMb with Pb for smaller pe-
riods, see Fig. 4); and (iv) small orbital veloci-
ties, naturally connected to point (iii), given the
strong inverse dependence of P˙DDDMb on velocity
(see Eq. (13)). These desirable properties are not
the best to obtain an optimal timing of the sys-
tem, but these two aspects are not necessarily ex-
clusive. Future surveys, such as SKA, will most
likely add O(103) new systems [37], and hopefully
some of them will have the right properties.
We note however that even a system with a rel-
atively short period can be quite constraining if a
limit on P˙b can be set with high precision. For in-
stance, the binary system J1857+0943 [20], whose
period has been measured with 10 digits in preci-
sion during seven years, allows us to infer an upper
bound:
|P˙b| < 1.2 · 10−13, (22)
which is shown at the bottom left of Fig. 4. For this
system, a thin dark disk in the DDDM scenario
with zd = zsys, would imply the following period
variation caused by dynamical friction:
|P˙DDDMb | ∼ 8.6 · 10−16, (23)
J1751-2857 [20] is another promising system. Its
period has been measured with 8 digits in precision
for six years, which gives an upper bound:
|P˙b| < 1.8 · 10−11. (24)
Since the period of the binary is long (Pb =
110.7 days) and its coordinates are suitable for a
large density of the dark disk (zsys = 20 pc and
Rsys ∼ 7.4 kpc), the prediction for the impact of
dynamical friction in the DDDM scenario is:
|P˙DDDMb | ∼ 2.1 · 10−13. (25)
a factor of∼ 86 below the observational upper limit.
We stress that the bounds derived for these sys-
tems are too optimistic given that the transverse
velocity of the systems are vw & vT ∼ 34 km/s and
vw & vT ∼ 44 km/s, respectively7. As we have
7http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/pulsar/psrcat/
highlighted before, these bounds are estimated un-
der the assumption vw . σ. Our purpose on pre-
senting them here is to show that the timing of sys-
tems with the required properties can be achieved
at the desirable level in the foreseeable future. No-
tice that if vw is indeed close to the transverse ve-
locity of these binaries, then the bounds weaken by
approximately a factor of ∼ 10, ∼ 100, respectively.
4. Drag in a gaseous medium: interacting
wake pair
The previous analysis was done in the approx-
imation of collisionless DM particles and ignoring
the interaction between the DM wakes. As we
stressed, an analysis where the wakes’ interaction
is considered seems to be required to properly com-
pute P˙DDDMb in the systems we used for our analy-
sis. To our knowledge, this is currently missing in
the literature, but one can try to quantify its effect
by treating DM as a gaseous medium, where the
influence of the wakes has been fully analyzed in a
different context. Independently of this motivation,
the properties of DM are not well constrained and it
is interesting to also constrain DM models beyond
the collisionless paradigm, where a fluid approxi-
mation may be relevant.
Let us consider a binary system moving in an in-
viscid gaseous medium, which in our case is the DM
plasma in the disk. For a model with an isother-
mal, self-gravitating Maxwellian distribution func-
tion, the speed of sound of the DM “fluid” is pro-
portional to the 1D velocity dispersion [5]:
cs =
√
γσz, (26)
where γ is the adiabatic index (γ = 5/3 for a
monoatomic gas).
We stress that in order to use this approach,
we need to treat DM as a fluid. Dissipative self-
interacting DM (like the one considered here) is of-
ten considered as a perfect fluid [40, 29] or even a
plasma [14]. Therefore this approximation seems to
be accurate, especially in the inner regions of the
disk, where the DM density is higher. To under-
stand its validity more quantitatively, let us com-
pare the mean free path ` of the medium with
the characteristic length of the binary system (e.g.
semi-major axis a). Following [55] (Eq. (39),
section 4.3), we estimate the mean free path for
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Rutherford scattering of charged DM particles as:
` ∼ 10−3 pc
(
cm−3
nC
)(
T
106K
)2
.
(
10−2
αD
)2 21
ln
(
1 + 3T
αD·n1/3C
)
 (27)
where αD is the fine-structure constant for U(1)D;
T is the temperature of the DM fluid: kT/mX '
σz, and nC is the number density of light fermions,
given by the ionization fraction nC/n, where n =
nXC + nX with nXC the bound state number den-
sity and nX = nC is the number density of heavy
fermions. The ionization fraction is typically below
10% for the interesting region of the DDDM pa-
rameter space where cooling is efficient [22], and we
have ρDDDM ∼ mXn. For instance, if σz = 1 km/s
(which gives T ∼ eV), and for nC/n = 0.1, αD =
10−2, mX = 100 GeV and ρDDDM = 10 GeV/cm3,
we have:
` ∼ 10−5 pc, (28)
which is approximately 2 astronomical units. This
implies a Knudsen number Kn = `/a & 1, where a
is the major axis of the binary system, which is not
truly in the (fully collisional) fluid regime Kn 1,
but rather intermediate, corresponding to the case
of a rarefied gas. However, given the dependence
of Eq. (27) in, for instance αD, it is evident that
a part of the interesting regions of the parameter
space, will be located in the fluid regime.
We again consider a uniform density background
and ignore the orbital motion of the DM back-
ground with respect to the center of mass of the
whole system, vw ' 0. Under the latter condition,
we can neglect the centrifugal and Coriolis forces
which may affect the density wakes and the drag
forces [1, 49]. We now follow closely [33, 34] and
assume that the perturbed density field over the
background α = (ρ− ρ)/ρ0 is adiabatic and α 1.
At linear order, the equations of hydrodynamics im-
ply a three-dimensional wave equation for α:
∇2α− ∂
2α
c2s∂
2t
= −4piG
c2s
ρext(x, t), (29)
where ρext denotes the mass density of the per-
turbers, i.e., the binary members. Cylindrical co-
ordinates (r, θ, z) are appropriate for our case, and
for simplicity we will assume that the pulsars are
point masses with equal mass M . They are located
at (rp, 0, 0) and (rp, pi, 0) at t = 0. Thus, the density
of the perturbers is given by:
ρext(x, t) =MH(t)δ(r − rp)δ(z)·
(δ[rp(θ − Ωt)] + δ[rp(θ − pi − Ωt)]),
(30)
where Ω is the angular speed of the perturbers and
H(t) is the Heaviside step function.
The drag force on each perturber i appearing in
(9) is given by [33, 34]:
FDMi = F
DM
i,1 + F
DM
i,2 (31)
where the force is split in two components, one due
to the perturber’s own wake and the other due to
the wake of the companion. Both of them can be
decomposed into a radial and an azimuthal compo-
nent in the following form (we remove the i depen-
dence to avoid cluttered notation)
FDM1 = −F(I1,r rˆ + I1,θθˆ),
FDM2 = −F(I2,r rˆ + I2,θθˆ), (32)
with F ≡ 4piρ0(GM)2/v2p, where vp is the
orbital velocity of the perturbers, and where
Ij,r, Ij,θ are the dimensionless drag forces on
the perturbers (due to its own wake for j = 1
and due to its companion’s wake for j = 2).
For the calculation of the period’s variation, just the azimuthal components will be taken into account. We
use the algebraic fits derived in [33, 34], which are accurate within 6-16% for all Mach numbers M:
I1,θ =

0.7706 ln
(
1+M
1.0004−0.9185M
)
− 1.4703M ifM < 1.0,
ln
(
330
(
rp
rmin
(M− 0.71)5.72M−9.58
))
if 1.0 ≤M ≤ 4.4,
ln
(
rp/rmin
0.11M+1.65
)
ifM≥ 4.4,
(33)
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and
I2,θ =
{
M2 [−0.022(10−M)tanh(3M/2)] ifM < 2.97,
M2 [−0.13 + 0.07tan−1(5M− 15)] ifM≥ 2.97, (34)
where rmin represents the cutoff radii introduced
to avoid divergences of the force integrals and it is
assumed to be of the order of the characteristic size
of the perturber. In order to make a proper com-
parison with the collisionless approach, we choose
the cutoff radius such that ln rp/rmin ∼ 15, of the
same order as the Coulomb logarithm λ defined in
Eq. (10). We remark that this is consistent with
the logarithm of the ratio of the size of the orbit
to the characteristic size of the compact objects we
are dealing with, which is O(10 km). For instance,
if we take a perturber with a mass M = 1.3 M,
orbiting with a period of 10 days (a ∼ 0.1 au), we
get ln(
GMp/v
2
p
10 km ) ' 14. Thus, beyond M  4.4, it
is reasonable to assume that I1,θ, I2,θ are approxi-
mately constant given the large value of ln rp/rmin
(see Eq. (33)).
4.1. Numerical results: comparison with the colli-
sionless approach
We here compare the results in the previous sec-
tion to the collisionless case of Sec. 3, both for
the case where the wakes’ interactions are taken
into account and for the case when they are ne-
glected. Since the fluid approach we discuss was
derived for equal mass systems, we concentrate in
the case with M1 = M2 = 1.3 M and focus on
the interesting range of σ for the DDDM model,
1 km/s ≤ σ ≤ 10 km/s. As before, we consider two
different values for the disk scale length, namely
zd = 10 pc (thin disk) and zd = 100 pc (thick
disk). Each of these cases has observational upper
limits to the velocity dispersion (see Eqs. (7)−(8)).
Thus, for the thin disk, the region of interest is
σ ∈ (1, 2) km/s, while for the thick disk it is,
σ ∈ (1, 9) km/s.
In Fig. 5 we plot the ratio between the fluid and
collisionless approaches in the cases of a thin (top
panel) and thick (bottom panel) disks, choosing σ
in each case to be close to the current upper limits
on a dark disk. The plot shows the dependence on
the Mach number; notice that for a fixed value of
σ, a high Mach number implies a smaller period.
We focus on the region 10 days ≤ Pb ≤ 200 days
(shaded area). We also show the results neglecting
10 < Pb < 200(days)
σ= 1.8 km/s
zd=10pc, own wake
σ= 1.8 km/s
zd=10pc
�� �� �� �� �� ��
����
����
����
����
����
����
����
���
/�
10 < Pb < 200(days)
σ= 9 km/s
zd=100pc, own wake
σ= 9 km/s
zd=100pc
� � � � � � ����
���
���
���
���
���
���
���
���
����
����
���
/�
Figure 5: Top (Bottom) panel: Ratios between the value of
P˙DDDMb in the fluid approach and the collisionless approach
as a function of the Mach number, for a thin (thick) dark
disk with zd = 10(100) pc, and with a value of σ close to
current upper bounds. We show the results both including
and not including the contribution of the companion wake
I2,θ in the collisional formulation.The binary is set to an
equal mass system with M1 = M2 = 1.3 M, Pb = 100
days, and with coordinates in the Galaxy: R = R, z = zd.
The shaded area marks the range of periods of the most
promising binaries shown in Fig. 4.
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the contribution of the companion wake (I2,θ = 0)
in the fluid approach (dashed curves). Although
the relevant range of Mach numbers is different for
the thick and thin disc cases (since the velocity dis-
persions are different), the difference between both
the fluid and collisionless approaches is similar, and
amounts to less than a factor of two. Also in both
cases, the influence of the companion’s wake is rel-
atively minor. Notice that in the case of the thick
disk, forM∼ 2 the drag force in the fluid approach
is in fact larger than the one in the collisionless ap-
proach (although not shown in the plot this situ-
ation is more pronounced for M ∼ 1). This is to
be expected: for such low Mach numbers the con-
tribution of I1,θ (own wake) clearly dominates the
drag force (see Fig.2 in [34]). Near M ' 1 this
term is much more relevant in the fluid case than
in the collisionless formulation: perturbers moving
at speeds near M = 1 resonantly interact with
the pressure waves that they generate in the back-
ground medium [48]. In the case of the thin disk
(top panel of Fig. 5), the relevant Mach numbers
are quite high M & 15, which makes the influence
of the companion more relevant, albeit still small.
The final result is roughly a 10−15% reduction over
the effect of the principal (own) wake.
Therefore, quantitatively, the difference between
the two approaches depends on the details of the
specific system in consideration and the specific fea-
tures of the dark disk. However, for the range of
periods 10 days≤ Pb ≤ 200 days (marked with
a shaded area in Fig. 5) where we find the most
promising binary pulsars (those shown in Fig. 4),
the predicted orbital decay is of the same order of
magnitude for both approaches, while the interac-
tion of the pair of wakes seems to play only a minor
role.
We note that the bump seen in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5 in the range 2.97 < M < 4.4 is related
to the overlapping of the two wake tails, which en-
hances the drag force in the perturber (see Fig. 2 of
[34]). The sharp features around the bump are ex-
acerbated by artificial discontinuities in the fitting
functions for I1,θ and I2,θ in Eqs. (33)−(34).
In summary, the results of the comparison be-
tween the different approaches suggest that the
main (own) wake of each member of the binary
dominates the change in the orbital period, with
the effect of the companion wake leading only to
a 10 − 15% reduction in the expected signal. Al-
though the latter is strictly valid only in the fluid
case, our results bring confidence that the potential
constraining power of binary pulsars suggested in
Section 3 (particularly Fig. 4 for the absolute value
of P˙b) in the DDDM model, is expected to remain
valid even when the interaction between wakes is
taken into account. We expect to substantiate this
hope with explicit calculations in the future.
5. Summary and Conclusions
We study the signature of a dark matter (DM)
disk in the orbital change of a binary pulsar due
to the induced gravitational force generated by the
DM wakes formed as the binary moves through
the DM background. In particular, we concentrate
on the Double-Disk-Dark-Matter (DDDM) scenario
introduced in [22, 21], which exhibits all the prop-
erties needed to enhance this effect, originally in-
troduced by [50] in the context of the traditional
non-dissipative Cold Dark Matter (CDM) scenario.
Contrary to the standard CDM halo, if a subdom-
inant DM component is made of dissipative DM,
it would form a rotationally supported flat disk
with larger density and much lower velocity dis-
persion than the CDM triaxial halo, and which is
also approximately co-rotating with the baryonic
disk. We find that all these features enhance by
many orders of magnitude the impact of DM in
the orbital change of pulsars, relative to the stan-
dard case studied by [50]. It is important to re-
mark that other DM models with dissipative prop-
erties may also generate disks, and hence our results
might be of interests in those models as well, see e.g.
[17, 24, 2, 9].
We model the dark disk as an isothermal sheet
(Eq. (1)) with a radial scale length Rd = 3 kpc,
equal to that of the baryonic disk, and explore
the cases where the vertical scale length is set to
zd = 10 pc (thin disc) and zd = 100 pc (thick
disc). This range covers the interesting cases dis-
cussed in the literature. To maximize the impact
of these scenarios, we set the density (velocity dis-
persion) to the largest possible values according
to updated stellar kinematics constraints [36] (see
Eqs. (7)−(8))
The impact of the presence of a dark disk in the
orbital period of a binary pulsar is investigated with
two approaches:
i) a collisionless approach where DM particles are
treated as collisionless, and where each pul-
sar is influenced only by its own induced wake
(see Section 3). This approach was introduced
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in [50], with the important difference that we
explore the regime suitable for a dark disk:
vw  σ  vorb, where vw is the relative ve-
locity between the center of mass of the binary
and the DM background (vw ∼ 0 is expected
for some systems for a co-rotating disk), σ is
the velocity dispersion and vorb is the orbital
velocity of the binary. In contrast, the regime
studied in [50] is appropriate for a CDM halo
where vw & σ & vorb.
ii) a fluid approach where DM particles are as-
sumed to be in the fluid regime and for a binary
of equal masses where the interaction of the
wake pair is fully considered [33, 34]. This ap-
proach is expected to be valid when the Knud-
sen number Kn 1 (where the mean free path
is given by the Rutherford scattering of the
charged particles, and the characteristic size of
interest is the size of the binary’s orbit), which
is expected to hold in some regions of the rel-
evant parameter space of the DDDM scenario
(see Section 4).
The consideration of both approaches allows us
to give a broad perspective of the problem of in-
terest. In particular, since vorb/σ & 1, the motion
is supersonic, which suggests that the wake of the
companion could be significant (something that is
ignored in the collisionless approach so far devel-
oped). For this reason, the case with Kn  1
is important, since it allows us to explore whether
the main effect is well captured by the calculations
that ignore the wakes’ interactions. The intermedi-
ate regime, that of Kn ∼ 1, is also of interest and
remains entirely unexplored. Our intention is to
develop a general approach that covers all regimes
in the near future. In particular, we highlight the
importance to develop, in the collisional approach,
a treatment for unequal-mass perturbers, which is
the case for most of the observed systems. In [34], in
fact, the authors assumed identical orbits for both
perturbers, and this assumption would fail soon for
unequal masses. Nevertheless, in the present paper
our goal is to show the promising aspects of bi-
nary pulsars as probes of the DDDM scenario, and
to present general expectations based on a hybrid
analysis that combines the results from the meth-
ods currently available.
Using the first (collisionless) approach, we esti-
mate the orbital period variation P˙DDDMb due to a
hypothetical DDDM disk for many binary pulsars
within that dark disk (see Table A.2). In a couple of
cases, our theoretical predictions are relatively close
(within a factor of ∼ 100) to current experimental
bounds/values of P˙b (see Fig. 4). These systems are
very promising for future follow ups, although we
used the approximation vw . σ which is likely not
satisfied in these cases given their transverse veloci-
ties. Still, given the capacity of future surveys, such
as SKA [37], to detect new (up to O(103)) systems
and get timing measurements with enough preci-
sion, we may soon be able to find binary pulsars
that satisfy all the required properties to probe the
DDDM scenario.
Using the second (fluid) approach, we have esti-
mated the impact of the interacting pair of wakes
in the orbit of the binary. We find that the com-
panion’s wake has only a minor role (10 − 15% ef-
fect). Furthermore, we also show that, for the most
interesting binary candidates, the induced P˙DDDMb
is of the same order for the three cases we stud-
ied: fluid, fluid but neglecting wakes’ interactions
and collisionless neglecting the wakes’ interactions,
see Fig. 5. In particular, when the dark disk gets
thicker (σ increases), the Mach number becomes
smaller and the companion’s wake is less relevant.
Overall, our results suggest that the expectation of
a change in the period of the orbit of binary pul-
sars of the order of magnitude estimated using the
first (collisionless) approach, will hold even if the
wakes’ interaction were taken into account into a
full collisionless approach (something that has not
been developed so far).
Thus, we conclude that the precise observa-
tions of binary pulsars may probe the scenarios
of dark disks with properties close to those of al-
lowed DDDM scenarios if the precision of the most
promising candidates is improved or if future sur-
veys discover new systems close to the galactic
plane and with long enough periods. As we dis-
cussed, we leave for the future a more detailed anal-
ysis of the case Kn ∼ 1 and a more complete com-
parison with data.
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Appendix A. Orbital parameters and pre-
dictions for a broad sample of
binary pulsars
Name Pb(days) zsys (kpc) vorb(km/s) P˙
DDDM
b (P˙b)lim Ref.
J1751-2857 110.7 -0.02 61.7 −2.1 · 10−13 1.8 · 10−11 [20]
J1857+0943 12.3 0.06 128.4 −9.76 · 10−16 1.2 · 10−13 [20]
J0621+1002 8.3 -0.01 146.4 −5.79 · 10−16 10−7 [20]
J1012-4235 37.97 0.07 88.2 −7.06 · 10−15 10−3 [10]
J1017-7156 6.51 -0.06 158.7 −4.71 · 10−16 10−6 [46]
J1125-5825 76.40 0.08 69.9 −2.13 · 10−14 10−8 [46]
J1125-6014 8.75 0.02 143.9 −9.88 · 10−16 10−8 [44]
B1259-63 1236.72 -0.04 27.6 −6.07 · 10−12 ref 1.47 · 10−8 [57]
J1420-5625 40.29 0.01 86.5 −2.18 · 10−14 10−6 [28]
J1454-5846 12.42 0.02 128.0 −6.49 · 10−16 10−8 [11]
J1543-5149 8.06 0.05 147.9 −6.47 · 10−16 10−9 [46]
J1638-4725 1940.9 -0.02 23.8 −6.01 · 10−11 10−1 [44]
J1727-2946 40.31 0.01 86.5 −6.28 · 10−15 10−8 [43]
J1740-3052 231.03 -0.01 48.3 −4.40 · 10−12 ref 3 · 10−9 [45]
J1750-2536 17.14 0.04 115.0 −8.21 · 10−16 10−6 [35]
J1753-2240 13.64 0.09 124.1 −2.91 · 10−16 10−7 [31]
J1755-25 9.69 -0.03 139.0 −3.41 · 10−16 10−5 [47]
J1810-2005 15.01 -0.03 120.2 −1.30 · 10−15 10−8 [30]
J1811-1736 18.78 0.03 11.5 −4.20 · 10−16 10−7 [15]
B1820-11 357.76 0.09 41.8 −4.78 · 10−14 10−5 [28]
J1840-0643 937.1 -0.05 30.3 −2.87 · 10−13 10−1 [35]
J1850+0124 84.94 0.06 67.4 −1.84 · 10−13 10−6 [16]
J1903+0327 95.17 -0.03 64.9 −9.42 · 10−15 ref −33 · 10−12 [25]
J1910+1256 58.47 0.05 76.4 −1.41 · 10−14 10−9 [23]
J1935+1726 90.76 -0.06 66.0 −1.46 · 10−14 10−5 [42]
B1953+29 117.35 0.05 60.6 −7.80 · 10−15 10−8 [23]
J1737-0811 79.51 0.04 68.9 −3.52 · 10−14 10−6 [8]
J1943+2210 8.31 -0.09 146.4 −5.53 · 10−17 10−8 [56]
Table A.2: A selection of binary pulsars near the galactic plane that are potential targets to constraint the DDDM model. The
columns are (1) Name. (2) Binary period. (3) Distance to the galactic plane. (4) Orbital velocity of the binary. (5) Maximal
time variation in the binary period due to the presence of a dark disk. (6) Observational upper bound on P˙b; those few systems
with the tag “ref” have a measurement on P˙b. (7) Reference.
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